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Research context. The extension of the binary search technique beyond sorted arrays and totally ordered sets is motivated by numerous applications, mostly focused around database query optimization and design of balanced data structures. Such extensions take into account the non-linear organization of data, e.g., in the form of a tree or an even more general partial order (represented as a poset). When the data is represented as a tree $T$, the simplest type of considered search query asks about a chosen edge $e$ of $T$, and returns as a reply the connected component of $T \setminus \{e\}$ which contains the node representing the search target [4]. The main research challenge concerns the design of an optimal or near-optimal search strategy for a given instance of the data structure. The computational flavor of the problem depends on the exact type of considered search query, the cost of performing a query to specific edges, and the relative frequency of search targets in the node set of the graph. The studied problems can be perceived as a form of adaptive scheduling task, but also have equivalent formulation so-called ranking problems in graph theory [3]. Some scenarios of search strategy design (such as the uniform-cost tree case and the nonuniform-cost total order case) admit surprisingly elegant polynomial-time algorithms, others (such as the nonuniform-cost case of trees and the uniform cost case of posets) are NP-hard and sometimes hard to approximate [1, 2, 3].

Objectives. This internship is intended to focus on a theoretical study of variants of the search strategy design problem.
In the course of the internship, we expect the student to familiarize themselves with the state-of-the-art on search strategies in partial orders. Depending on the progress of our research discussions, we will then proceed to address one (or more) research questions, such as:

- Obtaining better approximation algorithms for search in classes of weighted trees, under different cost measures.
- Studying the complexity of the search problem in an advice model (e.g., given an oracle with partial information about the location of target).
- Establishing connections between the search problem and questions of search and exploration in agent-based models of distributed computing.
- Simulation and experiments on random search problem instances.

We also provide the student with the opportunity to integrate with the scientific environment of the LIAFA/IRIF, to participate in seminars held at the institute, take part in workshops, etc.

Skills. During the internship, we will rely on knowledge of concepts in the areas of algorithm design and analysis, graph theory, data structures, and distributed algorithms. In the course of the internship, we expect the student to develop their skills in these areas.
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